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One of the basic purposes of the Commission's investigation

of the assassination of President Kennedy is to determine tinether it

was due in whole or in part to a foreign conspiracy.

	

The investigation

conducted by the section of the staff responsible for the foreign as-

pects of the Comnissionts work leads to .the conclusion that there

was no foreign involvement . Nevertheless, there is evidence which

which we

inuupencuunti evaluatilon.

	

-

	

.

The foreign countries most suspected in the public's mind

are the Soviet Union and Cuba . The Chinese communists and even Madame

T?huts wing of Vietnam, however, might also be suggested Likei-rise,

points toward a possible conclusion of foreign involvement

.

	

for itsthink should be brought to the attention of the Camnission

the possible involvement of expatriated anti-Castro Cubans, whether

resident in the United States or in one of the South or Central

American nations, is worth considering .

Firm evidence of a foreign conspiracy is obviously very

hard to came by, since there naturally is the greatest attempt by

the country involved to prevent discovery. Investigations that are

dependent upon information voluntarily furnished by the foreign govern-

men' involved, such as have already been undertaken with the Soviet

Union and Cuba, are obviously not very helpful in uncovering evidence

1

	

madame 1`Ihu reportedly sent Mrs . Kennedy a very inconsiderate telegram
shortly after the assassination and she has been reported in the public
press as stating that the assassination of President Kennedy was .only
retribution for the killing of her husband, which she claimed vas American
inspired .

	

, .
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of this type, because the foreign government will try to furnish only that

evidence which it believes to be nonincriminating . Nevertheless, even

this kind of evidence can be of some use in assessing whether a foreign

conspiracy e;,dsted . This is because, first, the furnishing of the evidence,

despite appearances, is not quite "voluntary ." In a case of the magnitude

of this one, and in which the widely known facts already disclose impor-

tant links with the Soviet Union and Cuba, these governments are under

considerable pressure to render reasonable cooperation to the Government of

the United States .

	

If they do not, they risk having public opinion string_

strongly against them and conclude that they are afraid to cooperate be-

cause the evidence vrill indeed incriminate,them . . Second, once these

governments conclude that they will furnish some evidence to the Com-

mission, the difficulties of falsifying the evidence they give are con

siderable .

	

They must realize that the Commission already possesses a

great deal of data against which there new evidence will be tested, and .

that the CIA has additional facilities for this purpose which Z-ill. be

placed at the disposal of the Cornaission . horeover, if even only a small

part of the evidence furnished is found to have been fabricated, the

entire body of new evidence will became suspect ; and if this should

happen, the ad'verse public opinion effects previously mentioned would

again come into play . For these reasons, we have concluded that, on

balance, it - was worthwhile to ask the governments of the U .S .S .R. and

Cuba to furnish the Commission with whatever evidence they could .

(It should also be pointed. out that there is another reason

why the governments of Russia and Cuba have been asked to furnish evidence .
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The Commission is primarily interested in ascertaining the truth, not

just in "pinning the rape on someone, and therefore the two foreign

goveriments mentioned must be regarded not only as objects of investi-

gation, but also as parties who have a right to be heard. They there-

fore should be given basically the same opportunity to present evidence

as has been accorded to the hundreds of other individuals and institutions

which have come into contact with Lee Harvey Oswald in one way or another .)

is not completely useless even in judging whether a foreign conspiracy is

involved, the most valuable evidence for this purpose is that obtained

through informers, ordinary witnesses, electronic and mechanical spying

devices and other means available to American intelligence . and investigator,

agencies which are not dependent upon the consent of the government being

investigated.

	

The bulk of this memorandum will deal with this kind of

evidence .

We think this seperate memorandum for thesCommission and

the General Counsel appropriate because the material covered in the

final report to the public will necessarily be sonclAhat more restricted .

A good deal of the information contained herein is Secret or Top Secret

and therefore cannot be disclosed to the American Public at tlus time .

In most instances this is not because of the information itself but

because of the necessity of protecting the method or source for obtain-

ing it .

	

In other words, in the final report we can set forth the facts,

but we will not be able to demonstrate the reliability (or lack of

reliability) of these facts by showing their source . lJoreover, in same

Obviously, despite the fact that voluntarily obtained evidence
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cases even the information itself must be vit'.zhelcl fry t:le rublic .

For e:: :~- le, the fact that a Russian END eimloyee nay secrete ha,;e

tried to warn Oswald not to co;-io to Russia, i C di:;closcd, might result

in the cTrloyee being severely punished or even, e: -ecuted .

	

Sinilarlf,

even disclosing the infornation gained .from c .:~rta:rn wiretapping facilities

could necessarily disclose the e; :istence of the facilities, where the

nature of the information is such that we could not have learned it '

except through these facilities .

	

.
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A . "Foreign h n'ollement" Dc''~red

We have intentionally chosen th-: t-rords, 'rforei-fin involver:ent,if

to describe the problems with i.:hich ,-re are concerned in this ncmorandum.

The vords were chosen because they are extrerr 2ly 1 ,road., coverina, evezrr-

thin; from a comparatively innocent arrangement for propaganda purposes,

such as, for example, an agreement ifnereby Os..rald night have served the

propaganda purposes of the Castro Go-;ernricnt in NE w Orleans and Dallas

in exchange for that Government pav.~21g his printil,- e::penses plus some

small additional compensation, . to the most se ciou: : I.-nd of consoiratori al

connection,' as would be the case if a foreign powc :r had ordered Lee 0sc:ald

to Mal John F . Kennedy.

	

By "foreiL;n involve -nent;" however, we do roan

something More concrete than simply emotional or :* .deolo icas. influence .

T'ne Comsni.ssion already possesses evidence, 'and inc .ced so does the general

public, that Oswald considered himself a Yar;c :Lst ; r_d that he s~rpathized

i,holeheartedly with the Castro regime:

	

he openly spread par-rpnlets in

its behalf on the streets of Few Orleans and lie took: its side in radio
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